Customer Success Story.
WINDSTAR MEDIC AL GROUP

A data-driven collaboration
between Datastreams, our
partner Mapp and their customer
Windstar Medical Group.
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Datastreams, Mapp and
Windstar combining forces.
OVERVIEW Windstar wanted to enhance their marketing campaigns by relating their
customer’s online behaviour to what, when and how they communicated to these
customers. This was to be achieved by scoring customer journeys in real time and
improving the Datastreams Platform interaction data model to incorporate customer
journey scoring directly into Mapp’s ‘Customer Engagement Platform’ (CEP).
The Datastreams Platform was selected as a central part of this because it provides
a state-of-the-art solution to empower instant, data driven logistics. Another
consideration was the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
based data governance layer within the DSM. This enables partners such as Mapp,
to only process personal data, on behalf their clients (e.g. data controllers such as
Windstar) that complies with this legislation which will be in place across all EU
member states from the 25th May 2018.

ABOUT MAPP DIGITAL

ABOUT WINDSTAR

Mapp Digital is one of the largest, global
independent marketing technology
companies. Their Customer Engagement
Platform streamlines insights and pushes
business results by identifying consumer
and behavioral data to acquire new
customers and grow brand affinity. Their
efforts are propelled by people, crosschannel insights, marketing automation
and orchestration. Mapp Digital integrated
the Datastreams Platform, modular
software and customer-centric services
enable marketers to go the extra mile, to
bridge the digital gap and enhance brand
engagement and marketing execution
across channel and display.

Outside the pharmacy, Windstar Medical
Group is a leading provider of healthcare products – both store brands and
brands (SOS, GreenDoc, Well & Slim) on the
German market. More than 300 different
articles from the Windstar Medical Group
are on the health-care shelves of retailers
in Germany. The group consists of the
marketing company Promarcon (customer
& product concepts), the distribution units
Districon, Dr. Kleine Pharma and Vitalia
(customer & sales management), Claricon
(consumer dialog) as well as PureArt
(product communication & design). They
employee about 100 people in their three
main offices across Germany.

DATA RELATED CHALLENGES
Windstar required that engagement scores needed to be measured for a specific cluster
(product group) based on viewing a particular web page across their different branded
websites. The solution also required known to unknown stitching based on previous
sessions. Additionally, it was required that the solution would for example be able to
give a website visitor a lower score if they just viewed a product, than if they viewed and
then placed that product in their shopping basket. With these engagement scores, email
marketing could be better segmented, targeted and content driven for Windstar’s customers
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and prospects. The enhanced data model the solution needed had to be flexible in terms of
how this data was presented to the CEP, notably providing one record for each point scored
in order to simplify the set up process. The DSM was also required to be able to send
historic data to a file on a FTP server in a specific format so that it could be easily picked up
and used by the CEP.

DATA ENABLED SOLUTION
A digitally collaborative partnership between various stakeholders was formed to deliver the
solution:
01 Mapp Digital owned the relationship and contract with Windstar. They provided their CEP
solution to them, with the addition of the Datastreams Platform and delivered additional
managed services.
02 Datastreams provided the Datastreams Platform solution through the Mapp Digital
partnership program.
03 Mapp Digital, supported by, used the Platfrom to collect data from multiple branded
websites within the Windstar Medical Group.
In order to provide the engagement scores in the right data model and format for use within
the CEP, O2MC I/O also delivered some customised requirements. Datastreams worked with
Mapp Digital and Windstar to scope and implement these. The Platform is very adaptable
to such needs because it is built using DimML, our proprietary Data Science programming
language.
The team quickly delivered a solution which became available within the Platform
application. This is now a standard feature.
This collaboration resulted in the following solution:
01 An enhanced Platform for Mapp Digital which allows them for the first time, to create
engagement scoring models about customer journeys for Windstar Medical and send
the data to their CEP solution in the required format.
02 Using the engagement scoring data, Mapp Digital is able to execute enhanced marketing
campaigns to improve email marketing campaigns for Windstar Medical.
03 The ability to create engagement scoring criteria about clickstream customer journeys
for other Mapp Digital clients is now pre-built into the Platform as a standard feature.
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DATA DRIVEN RESULTS
Mapp Digital can now help their client, Windstar Medical, with very targeted email
campaigns based on engagement scoring related data e.g.
01 The engagement scoring functionality
means that by using the Datastreams
Platform, Mapp Digital can quickly and
easily deliver enhanced data driven
email marketing campaigns based on
higher or lower visitor engagement
scores.
02 The new FTP connection and
formatting functionality delivered for
use within the CEP, greatly enhances
the way Mapp Digital are able to
utilise the available data on behalf of
their clients. Users can even specify
when data should be sent to the FTP
location, without IT intervention.
03 When the CEP now sends outbound
emails, each newsletter contains links
to the websites which include the
‘email ID’ in a query string parameter.
With this functionality, the Datastreams
Platform is able to capture this
persistant value via a cookie, across
pages and sessions. This is of great
value to help continously improve
multiple campaigns over time to
customers and prospects.

04 As no IT involvement is required by
Mapp Digital or Windstar, this saves
time and resources for other projects
and marketers can focus on improving
ROI and their other key deliverables.
05 New data sources from other
touchpoints can quickly be added to
generate even further insight and ROI
using the in built functionality of the
Datastreams Platform solution.
06 Data is sent in real time enabling users
to take action on the data immediately
and see the results as soon as visitors
start to engage with a website.
07 The engagement scoring solution
is flexible and scalable for use with
other Windstar Medical websites and/
or engagement scoring criteria as and
when required.
08 Clickstream customer journey
engagement scoring criteria
functionality is now available for other
Mapp Digital clients, as standard within
the Datastreams Platform.

“Enhancing marketing campaigns by relating
customer’s online behaviour to what, when and
how an organisation communicates to these them
by scoring customer journeys in real time.”
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